An experimental study to evaluate the technological limitations in the understanding of the haemodynamic change in pre-eclampsia.
BACKGROUND: Conventional indices could not define the pathogenesis of pre-eclampsia and its predictability. It has also not been possible to record these indices from the local uteroplacental system where the pathology lies. OBJECTIVE: To investigate the limitations of the currently available blood pressure-flow measuring indices and techniques commonly used in pregnancy.METHOD: Blood pressure and velocity profiles were obtained under various pathophysiological conditions for pregnant and non-pregnant animals and human subjects. The data were analysed using both conventional and computer-based spectral methods. RESULTS: Continuous monitoring of blood pressure and velocity together with their spectral analysis appeared to be a useful sensitive indicator in pregnancy beyond the commonly available conventional analytical method. In high-resistance flow such as in hypertension and in pre-eclampsia, the power amplitude was relatively low at low frequency. Power amplitude remained high at low frequency in normal low-resistance state of pregnancy. CONCLUSION: The results suggest the need to develop a highly sensitive instrumentation whereby any minute variation in mean arterial pressure that is of clinical significance can be measured. Alternatively, analytical advancement, such as use of power spectrum analysers, might prove to be useful and sensitive. Variability of heart rate is an important determinant of the underlying pathophysiology in pregnancy. It is concluded that the heart rate of pre-eclamptics and hypertensives has to increase in order to maintain a constant organic blood flow whereas in normal pregnancy bloow flow can rise even without an incrase in heart rate. Future research should be directed towards blood flow mapping, power spectral analysis and image processing of the blood pressure-flow profile obtained from local and systemic compartments under different pathophysiological conditions of pregnancy.